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ABSTRACT

A theory is described for modeling the flow of concentrated suspensions.
This theory has been successfully tested by measuring the particle velocities
in such suspensions flowing under gravity along an inclined plate.

INTRODUCTION

Consider the flow of a concentrated sediment which forms along an in-
clined plate undernealli a monodispeise suspension of spherical particles of
radius a which sediment under the action of gravity. Such a flow lias impor-
tant implications in the efficient operation of superset tiers, i.e. settling tanks
with inclined walls, where the production of clear fluid is much larger than
if the walls were vertical [1]. A schematic of such a supcrsettlcr is shown in
Fig. 1.

This problem was studied theoretically by Nir and Acrivos [2] who
modeled the sediment as an effective continuum Newtonian fluid with con-
centration dependent physical properties. But whereas in the earlier analysis
[2] it was assumed that the downward flux of particles due to gravity was
counter balanced by a shear-induced particle flux due only to gradients in the
particle concentration, the theory has now been extended to include shear-
induced particle diffusion due to gradients in the shear stress as well as the
effects of a slip velocity along the surface of the plate.

In addition, a series of experiments were performed to test the the-
oretical predictions.

THEORY

Since under ordinary conditions, the concentrated sediment is very thin
and the flow is laminar, the basic equations of continuity of momentum and
of particle flux reduce, in the conventional lubrication approximation, to [2j:
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&u dv „ ,„.

where, as shown in Fig. 2, x and y are the longitudinal and transverse coor-
dinates, u and v arc the corresponding bulk velocity components, p(<f>) is (.lie
bulk density, p(<i>) the effective viscosity, ^ the local particle concentration,
<f>, the particle concentration in the ambient suspension, Ap the difference
between the particle density and that of the fluid, ut the Stokes settling veloc-
ity of an isolated sphere, f{4>) the hindrance function, a the particle radius,
and 0(<f>) and a(<f>) the dimensionless coefficients of shear-induced diffusion
due respectively, to gradients in the particle concentration and in the shear
stress [3]. Here, the particle Reynolds number has been taken to be v.tti-
ishingly small. In addition, the inertia term in the momentum equation is
generally negligible relative to the buoyancy and viscous forces [2], hence rq.
(1) reduces to:

T" W ) T H + 9(<t>-<f>.)Apsin9 = 0 (4)

The appropriate boundary conditions are that, at y — 0, i.e. along the
surface of the plate:

which refers *.o the zero particle flux condition into the plate, together with
the requirement that v = 0 and the slip condition

u = a C ( » ~ at y = 0 (C)
ay

where £{<j>) is the slip coefficient evaluable at ^o, the a priori unknown par-
ticle concentration at the wall.

The conditions along y = 6, the interface between the concentrated
sediment and the ambient suspension are that, [2], du/dy = 0 and that the
particle concentration suffers a jump from «j>t to fa according to:
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H-) cos 0 + a '^T^W ~ ̂ )<Vsin 0\

= \~u~ + v- f{*.)ut cos *J *. (7)

Finally we require thai d> should remain regular aay -» 5(z) from below,
or, more generally, that

It is easy to show that, given the effective properties /i(<fr), / ( ^ ) , a(4>), 0{<f>)
C(^), the system of equations (2) — (4) subject to the boundary condi-

tions (5) — (8) contains only two dimensionless parameters, specifically <f>3

and 9, the values of which completely determine the flow phenomenon in
question, at least according to the present model.

If the slip velocity is set equal to zero, i.e. for £($) = 0, the above
system admits a similarity solution [2] in which 6 = So{(f>t,0)a2^3x1/:i. On
the other hand, in the presence of slip, similarity ceases to apply except
near the leading edge, x —• 0, where 8 is found to be proportional to z ' / 2 . In
the general case, the partial differential equations must be solved numerically.

Such numerical solutions were constructed [4] for the following choice
of effective parameters:

<f>m = O.J>8

The expressions for a,/3,(i and / are identical to those used previously
[3,5,6] while C(^) was obtained by adapting an effective medium theory [7]
together with experimental determination [4] of the numerical coefficient £.

EXPERIMENTS

The experiments were performed in a continuously operated inclined set-
tler shown schematically in Fig. 3. The particles were Diakon CAC03 spheres,
of mean diameter 90/im, and the fluid consisted of a mixture of turpentine
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(63% by volume) and tetraiine (37% by volume) the refractive index of which
almost perfectly matched that of the particles.

The local thickness of the sediment layer, S(x), was easy to measure
experimentally by means of & cathetometer or by employing a video imaging
technique. On the other hand, the determination of the particle velocity
profile presented a much more difficult undertaking which was eventually
overcome through the use of a Dantec Laser Ooppler Anemometer. The de-
tails of the experimental set-up and of the measuring techniques are available
elsewhere [4].

COMPARISON OF THEORY A N D EXPERIMENTS

Shown in Figs. 4 and 5 are typical profiles for the sediment thickness
S(x) and of the particle velocity within the flowing sediment. In view of the
fact that the theoretical predictions did not entail the use of any adjustable
parameters, the agreement between theory and experiment should be viewed
as excellent.
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A: Clear fluid reservoir

B: Clear fluid layer

C: Suspeasion-clear fluid interface

D: Suspension

E: Sediment layer

Figure 1 A sketch of an inclined settler.
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Figure 2 Sketch of the sediment flow on an inclined plate.
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Figure 3 Sketch of the e;; erimental setup [4].
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Figure 4 Sediment layer thickness profile for $ s = 6.5%,
8 • 35° and a * 0.045 mm • theory; x-experimental
points.

Figure 5 Velocity profile within the sediment layer at
x = 324 mm and for $s » 6.5% and 8 = 35° • theory
with partial slip; — theory with no slip; t -experi-
mental points.
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